After The Pullback

In early September we pointed to several reasons for near term caution. The S&P 500 was then at the top of its trend channel in place since early 2016; the window was open for a typical pullback of 3-5% that has historically occurred every 2-3 months; the buyback blackout period was beginning; and potential for noise from US mid-term elections was rising (Cautious Near Term, Constructive To Year End, Sep 4 2018). In the event, the pullback occurred a little later and has been a bit larger than we anticipated. But it does not change our read on the drivers or that it’s just a pullback.

Pullback not about rising yields but rather a continuation of the defensive rotation on growth and end-cycle fears
Bond yields rose over 40bps starting late August while the S&P 500 continued to move up in its trend channel until the recent pullback. During the pullback the defensive bond-like sectors outperformed, while the cyclical sectors and beneficiaries of higher bond yields sold off sharply. The coincidence of the pullback with some corporate profit warnings, points to growth and end-cycle concerns being the primary driver and has been a continuation of the defensive rotation in place since late May when trade war concerns rose. At current levels, US and global equities have already priced in a significant growth slowdown.

The equity pullback mostly reflected a significant positioning unwind …
The initial pullback on growth concerns was somewhat amplified by selling from systematic strategies which we estimate sold -$50bn on October 11th-12th. Our models suggest that vol control funds were responsible for most of this selling, as these strategies were fully allocated to equities when volatility spiked above triggers for most strategies. We attribute some marginal selling of US equities to CTA strategies, although these funds came into the October sell-off with far lighter allocations to S&P 500 than at the end of January. Additionally, we saw drawdowns in long-short factors - Momentum, Excess Volatility, Growth - suggesting Hedge Funds and other active managers de-risked. From a thematic standpoint, rates-sensitivity and inflation pairs were significant underperformers consistent with concerns about a growth slowdown.

… not end investor outflows which looked to have followed the pullback
Flows out of US equity mutual funds and ETFs were muted during the initial steep decline last Wednesday, but picked up later and continued through the market bounce on Tuesday (-$23bn). The last 2 days have seen inflows return (+$8bn) despite the renewed market pullback. The largest outflows across regions last week were from the US (-$15bn) and Europe (-$5bn), while Japan (+$6bn) and
EM (+$2.3bn) saw inflows, surprisingly their largest since April. Across sectors, defensive bond-like funds in Utilities, Telecom and Healthcare saw modest inflows while most cyclicals saw outflows with the Financials (-$2bn) seeing by far the largest.

Looking forward, we see

- **The buyback blackout period starting to ease next week.** With next week seeing a peak number of companies reporting, and half way through the earnings season, blackout periods which have been the subject of intense focus should start easing and we estimate buybacks will slowly revert to the normal pace of $15bn a week on net ($19bn gross).

- **If volatility normalizes, we expect vol control funds to gradually buy equities over 2-3 weeks.** Volatility metrics - eg. VIX, realized vol, put implied volatility - are still above 10%, 12%, 15% vol targets. These metrics will need to normalize below vol targets for equity buying to start.

- **Pattern in previous pullbacks points to pace of equity outflows moderating from here.** The large outflows in this episode have been similar in magnitude to those seen in previous 5%+ pullbacks. Importantly, the historical pattern points to the pace of outflows moderating from next week. Further, modestly positive data surprises, the spike in rates and seasonality are all supportive of equity inflows. Rising rates have led to flows out of bond funds, which with a lag should rotate into equities, as has historically been the case. Flows have also historically exhibited seasonality with the last 2 months of the year seeing a pickup after a slowing from June to October.

- **Positioning across most risk asset classes relatively muted, unlike before the February selloff.** The selloff in February was characterized by several asset classes seeing strongly correlated momentum and stretched consensus positioning, 1.5 to 3sd away from historical averages (Stretched Consensus Positioning, Jan 2018). By contrast, positioning across most risk asset classes was much more muted (<1sd) this time.

Largest bond fund outflows since the 2016 US election join extreme bond futures shorts

Net shorts in bond futures have been climbing steadily to new all-time extremes over the last year. Bond funds had however continued to largely enjoy inflows until late September (+$275bn last 12 months). That changed over the last 4 weeks as rates rose sharply, with outflows (-$27bn) at the fastest pace since the 2016 US Presidential election. Bond outflows notably continued over the last week through the equity pullback.

Oil futures positioning still long in contrast to shorts in gold

Commodity futures positions (and prices) have inversely tracked dollar positioning historically. Over the last 2 months however even as dollar longs rose to near 2 year highs, oil longs continued to remain range bound at elevated levels. Oil longs are now being cut back. Positions in gold on the other hand were extremely short and are now being pared back; copper positions are near neutral.
In early September we pointed to several reasons for near term caution.

Figure 1: S&P 500 fell below its 2.5 year channel

Figure 2: Adjusted for trend the pullback is worse than in February

Pullback not about rising yields but rather a continuation of the defensive rotation on growth and end-cycle fears.

Figure 3: Defensive bond-like sectors outperformed through the pullback

Figure 4: S&P 500 already pricing in a sharp slowdown in growth

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, Haver Analytics, Data as of 18-Oct-18.
Pullback does not reflect equity outflows which followed later

Figure 5: Outflows started after the bulk of the pullback was done

![Graph of US daily equity flows and S&P 500](source)

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 18-Oct-18

Figure 6: Equity outflows similar to prior pullback episodes

![Graph of US Equity Flows 4w ma and S&P 500](source)

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

The buyback blackout period starting to ease next week

Figure 7: Blackout period starts to ease next week

![Graph of S&P 500 companies in blackout period](source)

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, Factset, Data as of 18-Oct-18

Figure 8: The S&P 500 and earnings seasons

![Graph of S&P 500 and earnings season](source)

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, Factset, Haver Analytics, Data as of 18-Oct-18
Pattern in previous pullbacks points to pace of equity outflows moderating from here

Figure 9: Pattern in prior pullbacks points to outflows easing from here

Figure 10: Positive seasonality for equity inflows in the last 2 months

Positioning across most risk asset classes relatively muted, unlike before the February selloff

Figure 11: Positioning across most risk asset classes muted compared to the February selloff

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, ICI, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 16-Oct-18
Largest bond fund outflows since the 2016 US election join extreme bond futures shorts

Figure 12: Bond futures near extremes

Figure 13: Largest outflows from bond funds since Nov 2016 elections

Oil futures positioning still long in contrast to large shorts in gold

Figure 14: Oil and USD positioning have diverged over last 2 months

Figure 15: Shorts in gold pared back from extremes

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Haver Analytics, Data as of 16-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, FRB, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18
Systematic strategies - mostly vol control - likely sold $50bn in equity beta, and long-short strategies also de-risked

Figure 16: Vol control funds sold ~$40bn on recent sell-off and would re-allocate over 2-3 weeks if volatility is low

Figure 17: CTAs had much lower S&P 500 exposure at the end of September versus end of January

Figure 18: Banks, Infrastructure, Inflation, Rates Sensitivity underperformed over past 1W

Figure 19: Excess Volatility and Momentum drew down in the October sell-off
Cross-Asset Futures Positioning and Flows

Figure 20: Cross asset futures positioning

Net long positions* (as % of Open interest) (z score, since 2010)

*Non commercial positions in FX and bonds; (Asset managers + Lev funds) in equities; Managed Money in commodities

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 16-Oct-18
Figure 21: Investors cut equity risk and added FX positions WoW

Weekly change in net positions* (as % of Open interest)

*Non commercial positions in FX and bonds; (Asset managers + Lev funds) in equities; Managed Money in commodities

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP. Data as of 16-Oct-18
vFLARE: Volatility-Sensitive Systematic Strategies

Figure 22: Vol control funds sold ~$40bn on recent sell-off and would re-allocate over 2-3 weeks if volatility is low

[Graph showing DB Vol Control Composite: Estimated Equity Allocation]

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, SEC filings, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 10-Oct-18

Figure 23: Risk-parity funds most likely have not cut equity exposure

[Graph showing Risk Parity Funds Beta to Global Equities]

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, SEC filings, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 10-Oct-18

Figure 24: CTAs cut some S&P 500 beta and still are long oil and short EM beta

[Graph showing Regression Betas of CTAs to Different Assets Classes (Daily Returns, 3M)]

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, SEC filings, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 10-Oct-18

Figure 25: CTA exposure to S&P 500 is much lower than in January 2018

[Graph showing CTAs Beta to SPX (LHS) and CTAs Beta to US Treasure Bonds (RHS)]

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, SEC filings, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 10-Oct-18
Futures Positioning: US Equities, USD, WTI Oil, & 10Y Treasuries

Figure 26: Investor positioning in US equity futures is -55% lower versus end of January

Figure 27: Dollar futures positioning

Figure 28: Oil futures positions

Figure 29: Investors are heavily short Treasuries on rising 10Y yields

Futures Positioning: US Equities

Figure 30: Leveraged Funds have been cutting S&P 500 futures exposure, while Asset Managers added

Figure 31: Aggregate futures positions and shorts in single stocks and ETFs

Figure 32: Leveraged Funds have lighter US equity exposure than AMs - 1Y Percentile Ranks

Figure 33: Asset Managers cut long equity exposures - 1Y Z-score of WoW Change

ETFs: Volumes and Flows

Figure 34: Despite realized vol moving higher, volumes normalized this week

Figure 35: ETF volumes are still somewhat elevated averaging 32% of total cash volumes this week

Figure 36: After 4 consecutive days of outflows totaling -$17bn, equity ETFs saw +$10bn inflows on Wednesday and Thursday

Figure 37: Inflows to equity ETFs on Wednesday and Thursday were to trading liquidity and asset allocation products

Equity Premia: Fast Factors, Hedge Funds, Themes

Figure 38: US Fast Factors: Leverage & Growth rallied this week despite the prospect of rising rates

Figure 39: Europe Fast Factors: Residual Volatility continues to slide suggesting risk aversion

Figure 40: Hedge Funds: Favorite longs bounced early in the week then slid with the market

Figure 41: Thematic Baskets: Banks, Infrastructure, Inflation, Rates Sensitivity underperformed over past 1W while Leverage and Healthcare outperformed

Source: Deutsche Bank Quantitative & Delta-1 Strategy, Axioma, Factset, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, Axioma, Factset, Bloomberg Finance LP, Data as of 18-Oct-18
S&P 500 Options: Open Interest, Vol, Skew, Correlation

Figure 42: SPY open interest is concentrated at 90-110% spot with some in-the-money puts having been monetized since last week.

Figure 43: Put-call ratio is relatively low versus 2017 and early 2018.

Source: Deutsche Bank Quant & Delta-1 Strategy, OptionMetrics, Bloomberg Finance LP. Data as of 17-Oct-18.

Figure 44: Realized volatility spiked but not to February extremes.

Figure 45: Implied volatility and skew rose to levels last seen in April.

Cross-asset flows

Figure 46: Flows across asset classes cumulative since 2017

Cumulative flows since Jan 2017 ($bn)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Figure 47: Cross asset flows last 4 weeks

Cross asset flows as a % of assets (last 4 weeks)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Figure 48: Equity flows across by region

Cumulative equity flows since Jan 2017 (monthly, $bn)
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*Funds with a global mandate, overwhelmingly tend to be focused on DM ex-US

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Figure 49: Bond flows by category

Cumulative bond flows since 2017 ($bn)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18
Equity Flows

Figure 50: Regional equity fund flows last 4 weeks
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18

Figure 51: Sector fund flows

Cumulative sector flows since 2017 (monthly, $bn)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18
Bond fund flows

Figure 54: Bond fund flows by category last 4 weeks

Figure 55: Bond fund flows by maturity

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, EPFR, Haver Analytics, Data as of 17-Oct-18
Bond futures positioning

Figure 56: Aggregate bond futures positioning

Figure 57: Bond futures positioning by maturity

Figure 58: Eurodollar futures positioning

Figure 59: Bond futures positioning by maturity
FX futures positioning

Figure 60: Trade weighted dollar positioning

Figure 61: Euro futures positioning

Figure 62: Yen futures positioning

Figure 63: Futures positioning across currencies

Trade weighted positions in JPY, EUR, GBP, AUD, CHF and CAD are used for calculating

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, FRB, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, FRB, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, FRB, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18
Commodity futures positioning

Figure 64: Oil futures positioning

![Net long crude oil futures positions (Managed Money, million barrels)](chart)

Note: Net positions of combined WTI and Brent crude oil positions

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Figure 65: Oil futures gross longs vs shorts

![Managed Money combined crude oil futures positions](chart)

Gross longs
Gross shorts

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Figure 66: Copper futures positioning

![Managed Money Copper futures positions](chart)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Figure 67: Gold futures positioning

![Managed Money Gold futures positions](chart)
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Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18

Note: Net positions of combined WTI and Brent crude oil positions

Source: Deutsche Bank Asset Allocation & Delta-1 Strategy, CFTC, Bloomberg Finance LP, Haver Analytics, Data as of 9-Oct-18
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